Introduction
There has been growing interest in proton accelerators combining high intensity (100 pA or more) and high energy (10 GeV-20 GeV).' These accelerators can be used for the production of intense beams of kaons, antiprotons, neutrinos and other particles. For the TRIUMAF facility such a kaon factory would be a logical extension of its scientific activities.
One accelerator option (CANUCK -standing for Canadian University Cyclotrons for Kaons) consists of two high energy superconducting isochronous ring cyclotrons. This paper describes the design process of the magnet sectors of these machines. A list of some characteristic parameters of a two-stage cyclotron combination on which the design study has been concentrated, is given in Table I . With a minor change of some definitions the revised code describes the sectors of the MURA-type radial sector ring accelerator.9
For the 15 sector machine the matrix code predicts a maximum spiral angle of 720 when soft edges are used instead of 680 for hard edges.
Magnetic Field Computation
The contribution to the magnetic field from the saturated pole pieces may be calculated from an equivalent uniform charge distribution on the pole surface,10 or equivalently from an infinitely thin current sheet surrounding the pole.11112 The median plane axial field produced by the excitation coils and the equivalent current sheets has thus been computed via the Biot-Savart law using the linear segment approximation in our modified version of the AECL COILS code.
The yoke contribution to the magnetic field cannot be calculated with the uniform magnetization assumption. This part has to be obtained from a 3 dimensional mag- 
Ring Cyclotrons with Return Field Gullies
The return flux between the sectors ranges from -0.5 T to -0.9 T in the 15 sector design. This has the favourable effect of increasing the flutter and reducing the spiral angle requirements. To provide a localized path for the return flux, giving better defined field free regions between the sectors, "gullies" (reverse field regions provided by steel outside the coils) have been introduced. Gullies provide the advantage of additional edge focusing, increased flutter and reduced spiral.
Gullies either on one or on both sides of the pole have been investigated with the matrix code RING. A single gully on the edge with least spiral seems to be most effective, at least for the 3 GeV, 15 sector design.
The sector shlape obtained for this machine with an initial gully path length of 0.4 times the hill path length has been investigated with the codes COILS and CYCLOPS. For this particular case RING predicts vz= 4.5 and tancmax=2.52 (see Fig. 3 ).
The present gully designs do not provide sufficient iron for the return flux, so that field intensities of up to -0.5 T still exist between the sectors.
Coil Shape Determination
Improvements to the average field and the betatron frequencies are realized by an iterative procedure in the shape of both the magnet poles and the main excitation coils.
In our initial work we found the differential effects of an azimuthal widening of the whole magnet sector. From this the necessary change in coil shape was calculated in order to correct the isochronization error. This essentially local method took many iterations (-20) to reach isochronism (6B/B ( 5 x 10-4); there was insufficient control over the parts of the coil outside the orbit area, such that awkward shapes resulted due to discontinuities with the other parts.
A new, global, method was developed. The method involves the calculation of the overall effect of the addition of elemental ("baby") shim coils at various places around the main coil, carrying the same current density as the main coil and whose area can be varied.
The sizes of the added shim coils are determined by a least-squares method to reduce deviations of the field.
The old coil plus the collection of newly added baby coils defines the new coil shape. The predicted B after a coil change, and the calculated B (using COILS) were found to be in excellent agreement (corrections being predicted to -90% accuracy). When the field is sufficiently isochronous (6B/B < 10-2), the 6B-error is taken from the isochronization error in the orbit code CYCLOPS.
In Fig. 5 
Conclusion
A rapid method has been described for obtaining the magnet sector shapes used as a basis for a complete design of the superconducting magnets of CANUCK.
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